A Typical Problem – **Transition of Care**

- **EHR**
  - **Affiliated Provider**
    - Direct: 10% (Digital)
  - **Unaffiliated Provider**
    - Fax: 50% (Not Digital)
    - Portal: 5% (Digital)
    - Other: 35% (Not at all)
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A Typical Problem – careMESH Solution
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EMDI Pilot Program Alignment

careMESH is focused on addressing the same healthcare challenges

- Improve bi-directional, structured medical record sharing
- Create secure, accelerated workflow processes
- Reduce reliance on fax, paper, postal mail
- Reduce data entry and associated errors
- Reduce provider burden

Native “any-to-any” communications (*via national directory, no integration required, rapid identity-proofing, etc.*)

Leveraging existing infrastructure to keep records digital and support Promoting Interoperability (*e.g. electronic referral loops*)
Next Steps & Questions
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THANK YOU!